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Company Info 
Shenzhen Royear Technology Co, , Ltd is a processional manufacturer and exporter that is concerned with the

design, development and production of RF remote control, garage door remote.Locates in shenzhen, with convenient

transportation access.

 

Our well-equipped facilities and excellent quality control throughout all stages of production enables us to guarantee

total customer satisfaction.As a result of our high quality products and outstanding customer service, we have gained

a global sales network reaching Italy, Spain, France, Poland, Canada, Australia, Brazil ect...

 

If you are interested in any of our products or would like to discuss a custom order, please feel free to contact us.We

are looking forward to forming successful business relationships with new clients around the world in the near feature.
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1. Garage Door Opener UG010 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG010 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Button

Usage Automatic Doors Signal

Transmission

RF Remote Control

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/PejmMLpxhdWz/China-Garage-Door-Opener-UG010.html
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2. Universal Garage Door Remote UG009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG009 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Button

Usage Automatic Doors Signal

Transmission

RF Remote Control

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/eMsnbRrlndhY/China-Universal-Garage-Door-Remote-

UG009.html
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3. Self-Learning Remote Control UG008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG008 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Button

Usage Automatic Doors Signal

Transmission

RF Remote Control

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/vbjmeaUMEwWp/China-Self-Learning-Remote-Control-

UG008.html
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4. Learning Code Remote  (UG007) 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG007 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Home Alarm

Usage Door

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/eMNQoJRhCdVA/China-Learning-Code-Remote-UG007-.html
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5. Garage Door Openers Remote (UG006) 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG006 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Home Alarm

Usage Door

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/RbNmoDpEgdkT/China-Garage-Door-Openers-Remote-

UG006-.html
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6. Fix Code Remote Control Duplicator (UG005) 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG005 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Home Alarm

Usage Door

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/pMyEowUcEOkx/China-Fix-Code-Remote-Control-Duplicator-

UG005-.html
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7. Remote Control Duplicator (UG004) 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG004 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Button

Usage Automatic Doors Signal

Transmission

RF Remote Control

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/ZqjnozUvLOhJ/China-Remote-Control-Duplicator-UG004-.html
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8. Learning Code Remote (UG003) 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG003 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Button

Usage Automatic Doors Signal

Transmission

RF Remote Control

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/MqNJobpYndkE/China-Learning-Code-Remote-UG003-.html
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9. Remote Control Duplicator (UG002) 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG002 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Button

Usage Automatic Doors Signal

Transmission

RF Remote Control

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/WqNQeupMnFVE/China-Remote-Control-Duplicator-UG002-

.html
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10. Universal Garage Door Remote (UG001) 

 

Serial/Model NO. UG001 Production

Capacity

20000PCS/Month

Packing Poly Bag Type Button

Usage Automatic Doors Signal

Transmission

RF Remote Control

Description
Universal RF remote control duplicator is capable of copying most fixed code or learning codeRF remote controls face

to face, and can be used in many circumstances, such as cars, gates, garage door openers, barriers, home security

systems, etc. So you will always have a backupremote control.

 

It's very useful to duplicate original remote transmitters to reduce costs, despite the potentials, a self-learning remote

control duplicator is less expensive than original devices, and also permits to integrate several different remotes (both

operating at the same fre...

...

 

More info: http://royear.en.made-in-china.com/product/pqNJhCYUlwVd/China-Universal-Garage-Door-Remote-

UG001-.html
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